Abstract. This paper proposed a simple and robust lane markers detection method for intelligent vehicle navigation. It needs not calculate inverse perspective map. The method uses multiple threshold segmentation instead of single threshold segmentation. And straight and curve lane markers are directly extracted in Run-Length accumulation (RLA) images. It performs well in various complex conditions and costs less than 50 ms for a 352 by 288 image. Experiments on many kinds of real complex image sequences demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed method.
Introduction
Lane markers detection is a key technique for Automatic lane vehicle (ALV) navigation, intelligent traffic, driving safety and so on. Most of the previous researches were focused on the detection of lane markers on structured road such as highway roads. However, lane detection in non-structured or semi-structured road is a more challenge task due to parked and moving vehicles, bad quality lines, shadows cast form buildings, trees, and other vehicles, sharper curves, irregular/strange lane shapes, emerging and merging lanes, sun glare, writings and other markings on the road (e.g. pedestrian crosswalks), different pavement materials, and different slopes. The method proposed by Ref. [1] is based on generating a birds-eye view of the road by inverse perspective mapping (IPM), which needs camera calibration. Ref. [2] uses three-feature based method to detect and track lane markers, which can only adapt to the slow varying of lanes. Color segmentation method is applied to preprocess and highlight lane pixels in [3, 4] , but it is sensitive to the change in ambient light color. In this paper, we propose a simple but robust lane markers detection method for intelligent vehicle navigation without generating inverse perspective map. The method uses multiple threshold segmentation instead of single threshold segmentation [9] . Straight and curve lane markers are directly extracted in Run-Length accumulation (RLA) images.
Proposed algorithm
We aim to detect all potential lane makers which exist in a road image. Before detection, we need suitable preprocessing for alleviating distractions and improving processing speed. We first select a rectangle-like region as region of interest (ROI) in order to remove the sky region and the region corresponds to the front part of vehicles, all the following procedures are done within this ROI region. We call this region as original image without special explanation. Secondly, we transform color ROI image to a gray ROI image. It is known that there are both white and yellow lane markers in general road scene. Our algorithm is designed to detect them in a unified way, thus we ignore blue channel and using the color to gray transform equation (1) to make the yellow markers being white ones. Therefore, we only detect white lane markers. I = (R+G)/2 (1)
Consecutive threshold segmentation
In order to detect lane makers, we usually need to find an optimal threshold which can separate lanes and background perfectly and use the threshold to segment an original image, result in clustering the background points to one class, and lane marker points to the other. However, it is hard to select such an optimal threshold to make sure the lane marker points be segment totally because of uneven illumination and cast shadows. Fortunately, if we use multiple thresholds in certain intensity range to 
Suppose all gray intensity of lane markers vary from 1 g to 2 g , we try to expect a low threshold 1 t and a high threshold 2 t , and let them approximate 1 g and 2 g .This expectation is based on histogram profile analysis, see Fig.1 Another key problem is how to select the part of lane marker points exist in each binary image. To sufficiently utilize structure information of lane markers, we introduce Run-Length (RL) description, a RL is a white line segment in a row or a column of an image. A RL will be selected from each binary image if its length satisfies certain length range. Hence, for each binary image, we collect all the horizontal and vertical RLs whose length is within the interval
We allocate a zero intensity image, which is the same size of original image. If one RL is select, the intensity of all pixels of the corresponding RL is progressive increased in the accumulation image. We call the accumulation image as RL accumulation (RLA) image. Fig.1(c) shows an example of RLA image. RLA image is essentially a saliency map, which clearly shows the probability of a pixel being a lane marker point. RLA image can withstand the illumination changes and shadow affection, and it can remove these markings, such as writings and stop lines on the road due to length constraint of RLs.
Weighted Hough Transformation
Hough transformation (HT) is a transformation between space position of points in image plane and parameter space of a specific model. A straight line model is
whereθ is the angle of axis x and the perpendicular line of the straight line passing origin and ρ is the perpendicular distance of the line from origin. For a RLA image, the brighter the intensity of a pixel is, the more probability a lane marker point is. So we directly adopt straight line model HT in the RLA image for finding lanes markers. Generally, the accumulation process in the parameter space of HT is accumulating the number of points for each parameter bin. Since different points have different saliency, we should consider this fact in the accumulation process. Therefore, we adopt weighted HT, which directly accumulate the intensity of each pixel in RLA image: Therefore, we aim to find all valid ones which correspond to true lane markers from these maximums. We use sequential selection strategy to extract all possible lane markers sequentially in the accumulation image. See Fig.2 . The most salient lane marker is first extracted, then the second most salient lane markers, then the third and so on. One point should be noticed that we have to remove the suggest region of the selected lane before the next selection. Here, we define a support region as the region which is bounded by the two parallel lines with a suitable interval and boundaries of processing region of Weighted HT.
Equipment Manufacturing Technology and Automation
Straight line model is competent in most of straight road scenes, but lane markers may be curve in turning roads, in this case the far end of a lane marker is often a curve, complex curve model [5, 8] are used to approximate the curve markers. Here we use a local search and growing strategy to solve this problem. It is based on the straight line detected above, it only aims at processing the far end (curve part) of a lane since the near end can also be approximated well by straight line model. This strategy isn't time consuming and performs well in test sequences. It is a good complement of straight line model. In our method, straight line model based weighted HT is first applied in the whole image to detect straight lanes, and the suggest region of the lane in image is removed. Then weighted HT is again applied to the lower 1/3 region of the image, if a lane is also detected, the search and growing process is triggered. In Fig.2(g) , the lower 1/3 region of a RLA image is concerned (the region below the white line), weighted HT is applied to find straight lines near the car head in these region (the yellow line). A circle window centers at the far end points of detected lines (red circle), and we cumulate the intensity summary of RLA image along its radius direction from 0 to 180 degree, the direction corresponds to the maximum summary is the direction the circle window should shift, namely the growing direction of lane marker (the red line). The center of circle window is shifted along the maximum summary direction until arrive at the point in the original circle window. For the new window (the green circle) after shifting, we cumulate the intensity summary of RLA image again to find maximum summary direction (the green line). The process is repeated until the maximum summary is below than a threshold or the circle window arrives at the image boundary. 
Post-verifying by Knowledge Constraints
We measure the confidence of a lane marker in order to keep true detections and remove false detections by considering confidence of the lane marker itself and geometry relations with other lane markers.
For a single lane marker, we use mean intensity u of its support region in the RLA image to measure its confidence. For geometry relation of any two lane markers, we use vanish point constraint and road area constraint to measure confidence, where vanish point constraint make sure the interaction point of arbitrary two lanes is out of the ROI, road area constraint makes sure the area of the region closed by the two lanes and the four boundaries of ROI should also be larger than a threshold. In summary, we apply following three constraints to remove false detections: (i) The confidence of a lane marker should be larger than the threshold 4 / ) ( 
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For dashed lanes, temporal blurring [6] can be applied to enhance current RLA image by blurring RLA images from last N history frames, and Kalman filter [7] can also be used to concentrate the search range of weight HT and remove the inconsistence of the detection results in different frames.
Experiments
All the experimental data in this paper are captured by a WAT1000E camera which was mounted in the front floor of our automatic lane vehicle. The image resolution is 352 by 288. Some typical detection results and analysis are given in this section. In each result image, green rectangle represents ROI region. Left, middle and right lane markers are marked in red, yellow and blue color respectively. In Fig.3 (a), (b) ,(c), shadow cast affects the detection of one of the lane markers seriously which lead to intensity inconsistent of lane markers. This is very difficult for single threshold segmentation algorithm. While in our method, the affected lane markers can be extracted due to consecutive threshold segmentation. In Fig.3(d) ,(e), the markers are occluded by other vehicles or contaminated by dust. HT is robust for line break. Weighted HT further boosts this robustness by using uncovered marker points to estimate the whole lane marker. In Fig.3(f) ,(g),(h) gives turning scenes which lane markers show large slope, local search and growing strategy approximates the turning lane markers well. It is shown clearly that our method is competent in these complex cases. Finally, we test the average time cost of our method with more than ten scenes and twenty thousands frames. The average cost is 48.94 ms, which shows that the proposed method is time efficient. 
Conclusions
This paper proposes a robust and real time lane markers detection method where consecutive threshold segmentation deviate the uneven illumination and shadows distractions, weighted HT further improves the accuracy of the marker localization, moreover, local search and growing approach realizes curve approximation in turning road scene. It needs no camera calibration and shows good performance in many complex scenes with low time cost.
